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Agenda
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Wednesday

09:00-10:00

Getting started with Fortran

09:00-09:45

More about arrays

10:00-10:30

Exercises

09:45-10:30

Exercises

10:30-10:45

Coffee break

10:30-10:45

Coffee break

10:45-11:15

Exercises

10:45-12:00

Exercises

11:15-12:00

Procedures and modules

12:00-13:00

Lunch break

12:00-13:00

Lunch break

13:00-14:00

File I/O

13:00-14:30

Exercises

14:00-14:30

Exercises

14:30-14:45

Coffee break

14:30-14:45

Coffee break

14:45-15:15

Arrays

14:45-15:45

Exercises

15:15-15:45

Exercises

15:45-16:00

Wrap-up, Q&A

15:45-16:00

Wrap-up, Q&A

Agenda
Thursday
09:00-09:45

Derived data types

09:45-10:30

Exercises

10:30-10:45

Coffee break

10:45-11:15

Exercises

11:15-12:00

Other useful features

12:00-13:00

Lunch break

13:00-13:45

Exercises

13:45-14:15

Overview on further Fortran
2003/2008 topics

14:15-14:30

Course wrap-up

Web resources
CSC’s Fortran95/2003 Guide (in Finnish) for free
http://www.csc.fi/csc/julkaisut/oppaat
Fortran wiki: a resource hub for all aspects of Fortran programming
http://fortranwiki.org
GNU Fortran online documents
http://gcc.gnu.org/onlinedocs/

FORTRAN 95/2003 EXERCISES
General information





Stubs (or skeletons) of all source codes are in a tar file FTN_stubs.tgz
To untar it, use the following command: tar xfv FTN_stubs.tgz
All exercises are under subdirectories of exercises/stubs/
For every given exercise you are supposed to edit/correct the stubs source code.
Look for TODO-tags (!TODO:) in the source and provide a fix
 Some exercises can be compiled using the Unix make command and the provided
Makefile
 GNU compilers are used by default and the compiler command is gfortran
 All solutions are provided in a tar-file FTN_solutions.tgz, in subdirectories of
exercises/solutions/

1. Hello world (hello.F90)
Write a simple program that prints out a message “Hello world!”. Compile the
program and test it.

2. Loops and arrays
Create a two dimensional 11-by-11 real number array with a boundary of size one to
each direction, i.e., let the array bounds range from 0 to 12. By using loops, initialize
the array so that the values on the left boundary are 20.0, on the upper boundary
85.0, on the right boundary 70.0, on the lower boundary 5.0 and 0 otherwise. Values
in the corners are defined by the horizontal boundaries. A skeleton code is provided
in the file ex2_loops.f90.
Values for the boundaries: left (red)=20.0, upper
(yellow)=85.0, right (purple)=70.0, lower (blue)=5.0

3. Functions and subroutines
a) By using a loop, write a function or a subroutine to compute the factorial 𝑛! = 1 ∗
2 ∗ ⋯ ∗ 𝑛 of a given integer number n.
b) Modify the function or subroutine of the previous part to take an array of
integers as an input and compute the elementwise factorial of the elements as an
output.

4. Coordinate transformation module
Stub file ex4_coordmod.f90 has two subroutines, cartesial2polar and
polar2cartesian, that compute the coordinate transforms
between polar and Cartesian 2D-coordinates. Modify the stub file
so that the subroutines become module procedures of a module
coordmod. Note that you will also have to add a constant module
variable pi for the value of π.
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The main program of this exercise is in the stub file
ex4_coord.f90. Modify the stub so that it can access the
coordinate transformation functions. You can use the provided Makefile to
compile the executable, that is, command make ex4 will compile and link the whole
program.

5. Loops, arrays and array syntax
a) Write a double do loop for evaluating the Laplacian using the finite-difference
approximation:
𝛻 2 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗) =

(𝑢(𝑖 − 1, 𝑗) − 2𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑢(𝑖 + 1, 𝑗))
+
(𝛥𝑥)2
(𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗 − 1) − 2𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗) + 𝑢(𝑖, 𝑗 + 1))
(𝛥𝑦)2

As an input use the 13x13 array with the same array bounds as in exercise 2.
Evaluate the Laplacian only at the inner 11x11 points, as the outer points are
used as boundary condition. As a grid spacing, use 𝛥𝑥 = 𝛥𝑦 = 0.01.
b) Instead of using a double do-loop, use the array syntax to compute the values of
the Laplacian.
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6. Array intrinsic functions
Start from a skeleton ex6.f90 and complete the following tasks using array intrinsic
functions:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Find the size, shape and dimension of the array A.
What is the sum of elements across the 2nd dimension of A?
Find the location coordinates of the maximum elements of A using MAXLOC.
What is the minimum value of the array A?
Create a vector V from the elements of array A using RESHAPE function.
How many elements of V are greater than or equal to 0.5?
Are all elements of V greater than or equal to zero?
Is any of the elements of V smaller than zero? How many?

7. Input and output
a) Complete the given program ex7.f90 to open the file inputfile.in, read and
output it line by line and then close the file.
b) If the first non-whitespace character of a line is “#”, the line is a comment line.
Complete the iscommentline-function for checking whether a given line is a
comment line.
c) Each line that is not a comment in the given input file has the following structure:
integer_1 integer_2 integer_3 string
Read all such lines and print the values in a modified order where the string starts
the line:
string integer_1 integer_2 integer_3

8. File I/O
Implement a function that reads a two-dimensional array from a file bottle.dat.
The file contains a header line with text “# nx ny”, followed by nx lines with ny values
on each representing a temperature values for a heat solver. A skeleton code is
provided in file ex8.f90.

9. Datatype for temperature field
Write a derived type for a temperature field. The type should have the following
elements:
 Number of grid points in x- and y- directions (nx and ny)
 The grid spacings dx and dy in x- and y-direction
 Two dimensional array containing the temperature values. This array should
be allocatable

10. Derived types and procedures
Implement the initialization of the two-dimensional array (exercise 2), finitedifference Laplacian (exercise 5) in their own functions, which take as input the type
that you constructed in the exercise 9.

11. Heat equation
Finalize the implementation of the two dimensional heat equation by filling-in the
missing pieces of code (marked with “TODO”). First, you need two temperature fields
for the current and for the forthcoming time steps. Allocate the 2D arrays either
based on default dimensions or based on command line arguments. Initialize the
temperature fields as in exercise 2, or read the initial data from bottle.dat. Write
a function which evaluates the new temperature based on previous one, utilizing the
existing implementation for the Laplacian (see exercise 5):

𝑢(𝑚+1) (𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑢𝑚 (𝑖, 𝑗) + ∆𝑡 𝛼 𝛻 2 𝑢𝑚 (𝑖, 𝑗)
The skeleton codes ex9.f90 and heat.f90 contain proper values for time step Δt
and for the diffusion constant α. Within the main routine evolve the temperature
field e.g. for 500 steps and write out every 10th field into a .png file.

